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Nintendo handheld consoles 2019

An overview of the various video game consoles released by Nintendo comparing the size of the (top-down) Wii (2006), Nintendo GameCube (2001), Nintendo 64 (1996), North America SNES (1990) and NES (1983). Japanese multinational consumer electronics company Nintendo has developed seven home video game consoles and multiple mobile
consoles for use with external media, as well as dedicated consoles and other hardware for their consoles. As of September 30, 2015, Nintendo had sold more than 722.22 million pieces of hardware. [1] [2] Although the company released color game and game &amp; watch, which were their first and second acts respectively, they did not achieve global
success until the release of the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) in 1983. The NES reinvented the video game industry after the 1983 video game crash, and succeeded internationally. In 1989, Nintendo released Game Boy, which became the first handheld console to sell in large numbers. In the early 1990s, Nintendo's market lead began to decline;
Although the 1990s Super Nintendo Entertainment System (SNES) was a strong seller, Mega Drive/Genesis was a very strong competitor. Nintendo and Sega would lose a significant share of the console market towards the end of the 1990s, when Sony's PlayStation Computer Entertainment became the most popular console, defeating Nintendo 64, even
though Nintendo managed to sell more than Sega Saturn. The Dreamcast, released in 1999, PlayStation 2, was released in 2000, and Microsoft's Xbox, released in 2001, will eventually release Nintendo for third place on the international market, despite the release of GameCube. However, they maintained their lead in the handheld console market, with
Game Boy color and Game Boy models in advance. Towards mid-2000, Nintendo introduced the first successful touchscreen handheld device (DS) and the first successful console designed for motion-controlled inputs (the Wii); They became some of the best-selling consoles of all time. In 2010, Nintendo became the first major company to release a
handheld gaming console with stereoscopic 3D capabilities, with 3DS, which had very strong sales from the start. The Wii U, released in November 2012, was much less successful, and sales were significantly lower than predictors. The company's latest console, Nintendo Switch, was released in March 2017 and has now outperned the lifetime sales of the
Wii U. Home consoles Color TV-Game (1977-1980) Main article: Color TV-Game One of five color TV consolesColor TV-Game is a series of five dedicated home consoles released only in Japan. Each console contained a small number of games and a built-in controller. A total of 3 million units were sold. [3] In-complex color TV game series: Color TV-Game
6, released June 1, 1977, with Variations of Pong: Tennis, hockey and volleyball in singles or doubles mode. Sold about a million units. Color TV-Game 15, released June 8, 1978, with 15 variations of Pong. It was the most popular console in the series, selling just over a million units. Color TV-Racing Game 112, released June 8, 1978, with a racing game.
Notable for being the first Nintendo project that Shigeru Miyamoto worked on. Sold about half a million units. Color TV-Game Block Breaker, released April 23, 1979, with a game based on the breakout. Sold about half a million units. Computer game, released in 1980, with computer Othello. Sold in limited quantities. Nintendo Entertainment System (1983) is
a Nintendo Entertainment North American video game console of the Nintendo Entertainment System released July 15, 1983, Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) is an 8-bit video game console released by Nintendo in North America, South America, Europe, Asia, Oceania and Africa and was Nintendo's first home video game console released outside
Japan. In Japan, it is known as a family computer (or Famicom, as it is usually abbreviated). Selling 61.91 million units worldwide, nes helped revive the video game industry following the video game collapse of 1983 and set the standard for subsequent consoles in everything from game design to business practices. The NES was the first console for which
the manufacturer openly cut back on third-party developers. Many of Nintendo's most iconic franchises, such as the legend of Zelda and Metroid, began at the NES. Nintendo continued to repair Famicom consoles in Japan until October 31, 2007, attributing the decision to end support for an increasing shortage of necessary parts. [4] [5] Nintendo released an
emulation-based version of Nintendo's entertainment system on November 10, 2016. Called the NES Classic Edition, it's a dedicated console that comes with a single controller and 30 preloaded games. [7] Super Nintendo Entertainment System (1990) Main article: Super Nintendo Entertainment System A North American version of the Nintendo Super
Entertainment System released November 21, 1990, super Nintendo Entertainment System, officially abbreviated super NES or SNES and abbreviated in Super Speech Nintendo, is a 16-bit video game console released by Nintendo in North America, South America, Europe, Asia In Japan it is known as Super Fashmock. In South Korea, it is known as
Super Comboy and distributed by Hyundai Electronics. The SNES was Nintendo's second home console, following Nintendo's entertainment system. While the previous console struggled in the PAL region and large parts of Asia, SNES was a global success, although one that could not match the popularity of its predecessor in Northeast Asia and North
America – due in part The growing competition from Sega's Genesis console (released in Europe and Asia, but Korea as a Mega Drive). Despite its relatively late start, SNES has become the best-selling console of the 16-bit era, selling 49.10 million systems worldwide. [1] The SNES Library is known for upgrading some of Nintendo's most famous franchises,
and has made the games even more critically acclaimed, Such as Super Metroid, The Legend of Zelda: Link to the Past, Final Fantasy IV and VI, Donkey Kong Country, and Super Mario World, as well as starting some popular franchises such as Star Fox and Mega Man X. Similar to the previously released NES classic edition, Nintendo released an
emulation-based version of the Super Nintendo entertainment system on September 29, 2017. Called the NES Super Classic Edition, it, like its predecessor, is a dedicated console that comes with two controllers and 21 preloaded games, one of which, Star Fox 2, is a title originally developed for the unpublished system. Nintendo 64 (1996) Main article:
Nintendo 64 Nintendo 64 Released June 23, 1996, Nintendo 64, commonly referred to as N64, and code-named Ultra 64, was Nintendo's third home video game console for the international market. It was released with three launch games in Japan (Super Mario 64, Pilotwings 64 and Saikyo Habu Shogi) and two in North America (Super Mario 64 and
Pilotwings 64). The PAL regions also had three launch pads (Super Mario 64, Shadows of the Empire and Pilotwings 64) with Turok: The Dinosaur Hunter delayed up to three days after launch. Other key games included Donkey Kong 64, Didi Kong Racing, Banjo-Kazui, two games in Zelda's fairytale series, GoldenEye 007, Mario Kart 64, Super Smash
Brothers and Star Fox 64. Nintendo 64 sold 32.93 million systems. [1] Nintendo GameCube (2001) Main article: GameCube A Nintendo GameCube GameCube Nintendo GameCube (usually shortened to GameCube, NGC, or GCN) was released on November 5, 2001. It was Nintendo's gaming console, the same generation as Sega's Dreamcast, Sony's
PlayStation 2 and Microsoft's Xbox. By the time the console was unveiled at SpaceWorld 2000, the design project was known as Dolphin - it can still be seen on the console and in the model numbers of its accessories. GameCube is the most compact 6th generation console. GameCube is Nintendo's first game console that uses optical discs rather than
game cartridges. An agreement with optical drive manufacturer Matsushita led to a GameCube DVD game system called Panasonic Q, which was only released in Japan. Most of Nintendo's main lineup was based on sequels to their established hits like Super Mario Sunshine, Super Smash Bros. Scuffle, The Legend of Zelda: Wind Waker, Metroid Prime,
Pokemon Coliseum, and Star Fox Adventure, while new franchises like Animal Crossing and Pikmin were born, despite the former franchise I saw an exclusive edition for Japan on N64. GameCube sold 21.74 million units. [1] Wii (2006) Main article: Wii A Wii (left) and its Wii Remote The Wii was released on November 19, 2006 as Nintendo's 7th generation
home console. Nintendo designed the console to appeal to a wider audience than those of its main competitors, the PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360, including casual players and audiences who were new to video games. [9] [10] These purposes were demonstrated by the console's distinguishing feature, wii remote – a manual motion controller that can detect
motion and rotation in three dimensions, using a mixture of internal sensors and infrared position. The controller has an expansion port that can be used to connect other accessories, such as Nunchuk - an attachment with an analog stick and other buttons, a classic controller game board that provides a traditional control kit and Wii MotionPlus - an accessory
designed to enhance the motion detection capabilities of the original Wii Remote models. [9] Wii internal hardware is an updated derivative of GameCube hardware; Compared to its 7th generation competitors, the Wii had lower overall graphics capabilities and is not high-definition output. [11] Wii also included Internet-enabled features; The Nintendo Wi-Fi
connection service allowed supported games to offer multiplayer online and other features, while the WiiConnect24 feature allowed notifications and updates to be downloaded while the console was in standby mode. With Wii Shop Channel, you can download or purchase more games and apps for your console, including Virtual Console - a selection of
classic video games simulated from older consoles. Early Wii models also had backward compatibility with Games and GameCube controllers, but it dropped from hardware repairs later. The Wii was a great success for Nintendo; In April 2007, the Wall Street Journal announced that Nintendo had become the company to beat the gaming business, citing the
success of Wii and the Nintendo Mobile DS line. As of March 31, 2016, the Wii sold 101.63 million consoles worldwide. Wii Sports – A collection of sporty mini-games designed to leverage the Wii Remote, was strapped to a console outside Japan, and had a major cultural impact as the console's killer app among mainstream audiences. [14] [15] Wii U (2012)
Main article: Wii U Wii U (right) and its GamePad. The Wii U was released on November 18, 2012 as a direct successor to the Wii, and the first 8th generation value of home video game consoles. Wii U's standout hardware feature is the GamePad, a tablet-like controller that contains a touchscreen that wirelessly streams video output from the console. You
can use a GamePad monitor to provide an alternative or Perspectives within a game, or as the main display instead of television. [16] [17] In particular, Nintendo promoted the idea of asymmetrical multiplayer, where a player with a GamePad would have a different perspective goal than other players. Alongside the GamePad, the Wii U supports Wii
controllers and games. A conventional game board known as the Wii U Pro controller was also released. [19] [20] The Wii U features more extensive online functionality than the Wii, via the Nintendo network platform; As with Wii, it supports multiplayer online downloading and purchasing new games and apps, but also enables video chat. It previously
included an internal social network called Miiverse, which allowed users to write and draw posts in game-specific communities, the service was discontinued on November 8, 2017. [21] [22] [23] Nintendo also attempted to provide second-screen experiences for TV shows for the Wii U using a feature known as Nintendo TVii,[25][26] but it was discontinued
outside Japan in August 2015. [27] Unlike wii, Wii U hardware is capable of high-definition graphics. The Wii U was met with low adoption, attributed by Nintendo executives in the absence of third-party support, poor marketing of the system, leading to a lack of clarity of gaming surface Wii U from being a tablet device, as well as the subsequent release of the
PlayStation 4 and Xbox One the following year. [28] However, some critics have argued that the Wii U still has advantages over the PS4 and Xbox One, including its lower cost and prominent early exclusiveness such as Super Mario 3D World. [30] [31] Sales have steadily increased after the release of a number of prominent first-party exclusives, including
new entries in the Mario Kart and Super Smash Bruce franchises,[32][33] [34] and the new Sdepart franchise. In January 2017, a Nintendo spokesman said production of the console had ended, with only 13.56 million units sold worldwide. [36] Nintendo Switch (2017) Main article: Nintendo Switch Nintendo Switch, Anchor (right) and its controllers,
disconnected. Nintendo Switch was released on March 3, 2017, and is Nintendo's second entry in the eighth generation of home video game consoles. The system was named after the NX code before its official announcement. It's a hybrid device that can be used as a home console inserted into the Nintendo Switch dock connected to a TV, stood on a
table with a kickstand, or as a portable console as a tablet. It includes two throgged wireless controllers called Joy-Con, which can be used separately or attached to grip to provide a more traditional game board form. Two Joy-Con are built with motion sensors and HD Rumble, Nintendo's feedback system for positive tremors for enhanced game experiences.
However, only the right Joy-Con has an NFC reader on its analog joystick From his opponent and an infrared sensor in the back. The Nintendo Pro Switch Controller is a traditional style controller just like that of GameCube. The console's unveiling trailer premiered on October 20, 2016 and featured the system's hybrid functionality, as well as excerpts from
Zelda's Legend: Breath of the Wild and out of potential new titles in Super Mario, Mario Kart and Sdepart franchises. These unknown games were later announced to be Super Mario Odyssey, Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, and Sdepartoon 2 respectively. Nintendo Switch has now sold 68.30 million units as of September 30, 2020, selling more than Wii U, GameCube,
Nintendo 64, SNES and NES in its first three years of launch. [38] Game Handheld Consoles &amp; Watch with Donkey Kong 2 as a pre-installed game. Game series and viewing (1980-1991, 2020-2021) Main article: Game series and watching the game series and watch of handheld electronic games made by Nintendo and created by its game designer
Gunpei Yokoi from 1980 to 1991. Most have introduced a single game that can be played on an LCD screen, in addition to a watch and alarm. Most titles had a GAME A button (easy mode) and a GAME B button. Game B is usually a faster and harder version of Game A and different models have been manufactured, with some consoles having two screens
(multiscreen series) and oyster design. Nintendo DS later also redesigned it. The game &amp; Watch made palm very popular. Many domain companies have followed suit in Game &amp; Watch, such as Tiger Electronics and their Star Wars themed games. Nintendo's game and clock units character were eventually raised by the original Game Boy. Each
game and watch was only able to play one game, due to the use of a divided LCD display being preprinted with a cover. The speed and responsiveness of the games has also been limited until the LCD is required to change the situation. The game and watch sold over 80 million units worldwide. [Editing] External Links On September 3, 2020, Nintendo
announced a special edition of Game & Watch to celebrate the 35th anniversary of Super Mario Bros., with the November 35, 2020 edition. It will be discontinued on March 31, 2021. Original Game Boy. Game Boy (1989) Main article: Game Boy Game Boy was the first game console sold by Nintendo, featuring replacement ROM cartridges for each game,
as opposed to the game and expecting it to have a different system for each game. Released in 1989 in Japan, it is one of the world's best-selling gaming console lines, with over 100 million units sold worldwide. Game Boy was the first console in game boy gestures and sold in a number of different repairs and variations, including an efficient Game Boy
pocket and Game Boy light in Japan. In 1998, Nintendo plans to release progress in Game Boy, but it had to be pushed back, releasing Color Game Boy, a new Game Boy platform with Graphics. Together, Game Boy and Game Boy Color sold 118.69 million units worldwide. [1] Virtual child. Virtual Child (1995) Main article: Nintendo's Virtual Child (also
known as VR-32 during development) was the first mobile gaming console capable of displaying real 3D graphics. Most video games are forced to use single-collar cues to achieve the illusion of three dimensions on a 2D screen, but the Virtual Boy was able to create a more accurate illusion of depth using an effect known as parallax. Nintendo 3DS also uses
this technology. Similarly to using a head-mounted monitor, the user looks into a neoprene viewfind on the front of the device, after which a glasses-style projector allows viewing the monochromatic image (in this case, red). It was published on July 21, 1995 in Japan and August 14, 1995 in North America at a cost of approximately $180. He was met with a
lukewarm reception unaffected by ongoing price falls. Exactly 14 titles were released for Virtual Boy in North America, but few encountered a positive reception. The system is rarely mentioned by Nintendo, however it is seen through microgames in WarioWare games. Nintendo terminated the virtual child within a few months of his release. Color of Guy
Game Boy. Color Boy Game (1998) Main article: Color Child Game in 1998, Nintendo introduced the color of the game boy as the heir to the original Game Boy. [40] It features an 8-bit color screen and processor and a custom Zilog Z80 central processing unit. It was made to compete with the color of wonders and the neo-geographic pocket. Its best-selling
game was the Pokemon Gold and Silver series. [42] [43] Guy GAME Boy Pre-Original. Game Boy Advance (2001) Main article: Game Boy Advance In March 2001, Nintendo introduced Game Boy in advance, the first major technological upgrade on the Game Boy line. Nintendo later released two revised Game Boy Advance models, the Game Boy Advance
SP and Game Boy Micro in 2003 and 2005, respectively. Featuring a smaller clamshell design, the Game Boy Advance SP introduced built-in screen light and a rechargeable battery that became standard features for future Nintendo PDFs. The Game Boy Micro is an even smaller version with interchangeable interior plates. Unlike previous models, micro
missing Game Boy/Game Boy color backward compatibility and e-Reader support. As of June 30, 2010, the three Game Boy Advance models sold 81.51 million units worldwide. [1] Nintendo DS Lite. Nintendo DS (2004) is a handheld Nintendo DS game console (abbreviated in NDS, DS, or full name Nintendo Dual Screen, and iQue DS in China) is a
handheld game console developed and manufactured by Nintendo, released on November 21, 2004 as the first system in the Nintendo DS family. It can be noticeably noticed by its horizontal oyster and the presence of two monitors, the bottom of which acts as a touchscreen. The system also includes a built-in microphone and supports wireless IEEE
802.11 (Wi-Fi) standards, allowing players to interact with each other in a short range (10-30 meters, depending on conditions) or through Nintendo's Wi-Fi connection service via a standard Wi-Fi access point. According to Nintendo, the letters DS named Stand for Developer System and Dual Screen, the first of which refers to handheld features designed to
encourage innovative ideas in games among developers. The system was known as the Nitro Project during development. On March 2, 2006, Nintendo released Nintendo DS Lite, a redesigned model of Nintendo's DS, in Japan. He was later released in North America, Australia and Europe. As of December 31, 2013, Nintendo DS consoles sold 154.98
million units, including 93.86 million Nintendo DS Lites. [1] Nintendo DS's second redesign, the Nintendo DSi, was released on November 1, 2008, in Japan, on April 2, 2009 in Australia, April 3, 2009 in Europe, and April 5, 2009 in North America. It contains two cameras and downloadable software capabilities, plus built-in flash memory and a web browser.
An SD card slot replaces the Game Boy Advance cartridge slot. A similar model, known as the Nintendo DSi XL, was released in 2009 in Japan and 2010 worldwide. It includes the same configurations as its predecessor, but it's slightly larger and features a large stylus designed for home use. As of December 31, 2013, Nintendo's DSi consoles sold 41.33
million units. [1] Nintendo 3DS (2011) Main Article: Nintendo 3DS Native Nintendo 3DS. Although the name and appearance of the device are similar to those of the DS series, the Nintendo 3DS (3DS or N3DS for short) is the successor to the DS and is a brand new console. Nintendo 3DS was released on February 26, 2011. It contains three cameras, two
on the outside (for 3-miw images) one internally above the top screen. The bottom screen is a touchscreen similar to the lower DS screens, and the top screen is a widescreen and 3-TR utryoscopic LCD. Autostereoscopy is a process that sends different images to the eyes left and right to allow the viewer to display the screen in 3D without the need for
special glasses. 3DS is said to enhance Nintendo's online experience. In July 2012, 3DS XL was released, similar to the change between DSi and DSi XL. It has 90% larger screens and design changes such as matte finish and stylus in a more accessible area. Nintendo 2DS was released on October 12, 2013. It's an affordable version with no clamshell
design or 3-mith-iodine 3-d pair capabilities. Another redesign, the New Nintendo 3DS and 3DS XL, was released in Japan in October 2014, Australia for November 2014, and elsewhere in February It features C-Stick, ZR and ZL shoulder buttons, and faster CPU, allowing more software specifically for the new Nintendo 3DS (such as Xenoblade Chronicles
3D). Like the original 3DS, the new Nintendo 3DS also has an XL form. As of December 31, 2013, Nintendo sold 42.74 million units, including 15.21 million Nintendo 3DS XLs and 2.11 million Nintendo 2DS units. The last handheld console was the New Nintendo 2DS XL, released in June/July 2017 in five different countries and, as of 2020, was the only
model still in production. On September 16, 2020, Nintendo approved the production of all Nintendo 3DS family systems. [45] [46] [47] Nintendo Switch (2017) Nintendo Standard Switch. Main article: Nintendo Switch Nintendo Switch is a hybrid home and mobile console. More information can be found in the Home Consoles section of this article. Nintendo
Switch Lite (2019) Main article: Nintendo Switch Lite Pokemon Zakian and Zamazenta Edition of Nintendo Switch Lite Switch Nintendo Switch Lite is a more affordable alternative option for the Nintendo Switch released by Nintendo on September 20, 2019. This console resembles a standard Nintendo Switch and can play almost all of the same games, but is
a mobile-only version and is also a little smaller. This version of Nintendo Switch comes in four gray, turquoise, coral and yellow colors. Other Pokemon Mini Game Boy Camera Hardware – a black-and-white camera cartridge for the original version of Game Boy that includes a photo editor and the ability to print images using Game Boy Satellaview Printer –
released only in Japan, an extension for Super Famicom (Japanese SNES) which allowed anyone to download games by playing a satellite boy game – Game Boy game adapter on GameCube Game Boy Printer – an adapter designed for printing things from Game Boy on stickers. For example, it was used to print Game Boy Camera images and Pokemon
information from Pokédex in Pokémon Kid Game Games. e-Reader – An extension for Game Boy Advance to scan special e-Reader cards, paper cards with highly encoded data printed on them. iQue Player – a version of Nintendo 64, with dual clock speed and downloadable games, was only released in China iQue DS – a version of Nintendo DS only
released in China Nintendo 64DD – released only in Japan, games of this expansion system are on magnetic disks for writing. The published games include a colour and tri-dimensional build package, an F-Zero X expansion kit, to create new F-Zero X tracks, continue to the SNES version of SimCity, SimCity 64 and others. Pokemon Mini – Unveiled in
London on Christmas Day 2000, Pokémon Mini was Nintendo's cheapest console ever manufactured; With games costing 10 lischet ($15) each, the consoles cost 30 lischet ($45). It The smallest stack-based game console has ever been made. Sales of this console were mostly poor. [Edit] GB Mobile System External Links – Released in Japan on
December 14, 2000. The mobile system is an adapter to play color games kid game on mobile phones. Pokemon Crystal was the first game to take advantage of the mobile system. The player can connect their Game Boy adapter and connect it to a mobile phone where people can get news, trade, and battle with other players across Japan. Pokemon
Pikachu – a handheld device similar to the popular Shia character Tamagotchi that allows the user to handle pikachu in the form of a super pet boy game – coordinator for playing game boy games on super NES, Shown in Triforce Color – an arcade system based on GameCube hardware, developed in partnership with Sega and Nemeco Yakuman – a
handheld mahjong game released in the 1983 GameCube Microphone – used karaoke revolution party, Mario Party 6, Mario Party 7 and Odama for GameCube. It detects basic sounds and integrates them into games. Nintendo Gateway – a proprietary hardware/software console available on commercial planes and property hotels,[48] providing shopping,
information, And Interactive Entertainment[49] Panasonic Q – a version of GameCube which can play DVDs developed by Dockable Panasonic Visteon Entertainment System – a portable DVD player that officially contains authorized Game Boy pre-hardware Pokéwalker – P meth used in HeartGold Pokémon and SoulSilver that can be used to enhance your
HeartGold pokemon game and SoulSilver by providing some special Pokémon and items, As well as other additional benefits to reward depending on how many steps one can take. Activity Meter – Infrared Pedef (IR) for use in the Nintendo DS game, Personal Trainer: Walking fits meter – a portable accessory for use with the game Wii U, Wii Fit U, which
tracks the number of steps taken and the height climbed. You can sync with your game using the Wii U GamePad. References ^ b c d f g j j Consolidation of sales by region (PDF). Nintendo. January 28, 2014. January 29, 2014, January 29, 2014. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Nintendo of America. On
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6, which played six versions of light tennis. It was after a stronger sequel, Color TV-Game 15. A million units each sold. The engineering team also invented systems that played a more complex game, called Blockbuster, as well as a racing game. Half a million of those units were sold. ^ 初代「ファミコン」など公式修理サポート終了. ITmedia News It's
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PM on December 5, 2013, the company took place in 2013. Collar. What the hell is wrong with Nintendo? Lines. December 30, 2013, December 30, 2013. On December 30, 2013, on December 30, 2013, the largest technological failures of 2013 took place in 2013. C.B.C. News. December 30, 2013, December 30, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel
Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Maybe that's the wrong question. Cnet. Retrieved Retrieved 14, 2013. On November 24, 2013, it took place on November 24, 2013. Mario's trying to save his console. The New York Times. [Editing, December 24, 2013 Nintendo says Wii U had its biggest sales month. 2015. On June 2, 2014, on June 2,
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